PORTABLE
GRILL
THE TAKE ANYWHERE BBQ

PORTABLE STAND TO SUIT
ZIEGLER & BROWN PORTABLE GRILL

Lightweight non-rusting aluminium.
Quick and simple to assemble.
Safe and sturdy.
Ultra compact for transport and storage.
CONTENTS:
Barbeque sold separately

4 Aluminium legs • 2 Aluminium cross braces
Carry bag • 1 Allen key

ZG1GSTAND
Made in China

Distributed by GLG Australia PTY Limited
ABN 70 001 185 002

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS FOR ZIEGLER & BROWN PORTABLE BARBEQUE STAND
PLEASE NOTE STEPS 1-8 are shown without the factory fitted gas hose and regulator for clarity.
DO NOT DISCONNECT GAS HOSE OR REGULATOR.
Read the barbeque instruction manual before positioning or using your barbeque. FIRSTLY, check that you have all the parts as shown overleaf.
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1. Make sure the grease cup

is screwed clockwise fully into
bottom of the barbeque.
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2. Pulling the 2 locking knobs
away from the sides of the
barbeque and setting the knobs
in the UNLOCKED position
will enable you to fully roll back
the hood.

3. Remove the cooking grill then
lock both sides of the barbeque
adjusting both knobs to the
LOCKED position.

4. On a clean soft surface turn
the barbeque upside down.
This will make assembly easy.

5. Remove the 4 rubber feet
and store in the top flap of the
carry bag.

7. Engage the captive locking
screws and tighten with the
Allen key provided.

8. Fit the 2 bottom braces,
engage the locking screws and
tighten with the Allen key.

9. Stand the bbq upright,
UNLOCK
the knobs, then fit
the cooking grill.

10. The strap provided must be
connected to the gas supply and
the barbeque legs to prevent the
gas hose from being over-stretched.
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6. Fit the 4 stand legs to their
matching positions as marked
on the bbq legs.

